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How do we inhabit openness in 
an unfolding, interconnecting, 
vibrant, and enjoyable horizon?
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“The open” is an experiment.
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Our encounter with the world is 
shaped by both our firsthand 
immersive experience in it and 
the social and cultural 
scaffolding of loosely 
connected fragments of 
knowledge accumulated 
through time and space
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Drawing by Ethan, 6 y.o.
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Drawing by Darcy, 9 y.o.
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 Darcy: Because it's on the ground. 
 Researcher: But why does that make it look flat? 
 Darcy: Because the ground's flat. 
 Researcher: But the shape of the earth is... 
 Darcy: Round. 
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 From a humanistic, anthropological, and cultural perspective, the 
designation of the “whole person” demands our ability to navigate 
among the boundedness of society, the groundedness of our lived 
experience, and the openness of a seemingly boundless horizon. 

 This open horizon moves with, and is moved by, strangers. 
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“Wheel/Real Power”
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Sara

“I am glad that I chose to work in an NGO, because it is a sort of long-
term service for patients. This choice has a lot to do with the
experience I’ve gotten from the Voltra workcamp, because I’ve lived
with them and known that the disabled people have their own lives
besides the part in the hospital. When we talk about quality of life,
what I understand is their life, not purely treating their illness…..The
medical system in Hong Kong is too institutionalized. Everything is
standardized. Patients with different symptoms will only receive a
standard treatment, similar forms of treatment are given to everyone
regardless of their life needs.”
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Sara

“I am glad that I chose to work in an NGO, because it is a sort of long-
term service for patients. This choice has a lot to do with the
experience I’ve gotten from the Voltra workcamp, because I’ve lived
with them and known that the disabled people have their own lives
besides the part in the hospital. When we talk about quality of life,
what I understand is their life, not purely treating their illness…..The
medical system in Hong Kong is too institutionalized. Everything is
standardized. Patients with different symptoms will only receive a
standard treatment, similar forms of treatment are given to everyone
regardless of their life needs.”

life, not purely…their illness…
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medical system in Hong Kong is 
too institutionalized…
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Sara

“Information is hardware; people’s attitude is the software (硬件是資訊，
軟件是人的態度 ). Once the hardware is changed, software can
achieve its goal. In this group there are different people with different
aims but we all want to do this…My patients would not likely recover
after leaving the hospital, and I think this is not their problem. It is the
way social space is designed, along with certain limited ways of
thinking of many people in our society, that made the disabled less
willing to go outside.”

硬件是資訊，軟件是人的態度…
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Sara

“Information is hardware; people’s attitude is the software (硬件是資訊，
軟件是人的態度 ). Once the hardware is changed, software can
achieve its goal. In this group there are different people with different
aims but we all want to do this…My patients would not likely recover
after leaving the hospital, and I think this is not their problem. It is the
way social space is designed, along with certain limited ways of
thinking of many people in our society, that made the disabled less
willing to go outside.”

It is the way social space is 
designed…
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…common immersion in the fluxes of strangerliness
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Every being is destined to touch and combine various 
mediums of otherness, near and far, in the continuation of its 
own existence… 18-Sep-18
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Erni, John N. (2016).  “香港的少數族群：多元
主義者的兩難?”(“Hong Kong’s Ethnic 
Minorities: A Pluralist Dilemma?”).  號外
(City Magazine).  August 2016.
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“Them,nearby”
A Photo-postcard Book, 2014
Photographer: Daren Leung
Text: John Erni
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“Them,nearby”
A Photo-postcard Book, 2014
Photographer: Daren Leung
Text: John Erni
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the strangers… 

“halfway, unclear relations…which have their 
root in a twilight condition of feeling whose 
outcome might be hatred almost as easily as 
love”

- Georg Simmel
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the strangers…

 “useful” within the sociological imagination
 unique advantages unavailable to the native, the majority, 

or the local 
 positively needed
 rework the social and cultural boundaries 
 move on, circulate, and make various perceptible and 

imperceptible impacts
 answer certain social needs
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“Strangers Studies”

 Strange disciplines

 Strange methods 

 Critical diversity studies

 Service-learning projects on “the other communities”

 Critical human rights studies
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Summer Art Camp for Ethnic 
Minorities and the Elderly, July 2018
Curators: Louis Ho & John Ernihttps://drive.google.com/open?id=1veKc_LML0GrQ_2Mc9UpRDHiDoMVkWp6d 18-Sep-18
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=1veKc_LML0GrQ_2Mc9UpRDHiDoMVkWp6d


www.ethniCITYhk.com
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http://www.ethnicityhk.com/
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